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Responsible Decision Making 
Video Title: Honesty: Student News 

 Lesson Title: Building Trust 

  Grade Level: Middle School 

Discussion Questions: After watching the video... 

Discuss in pairs, in small groups, or as a class: 

1. One of the student journalists says, “That’s part of our job, to figure out what’s true and what’s not”.

Why is it important for journalists (even student journalists) to make sure that what they are reporting

is true? What are some strategies you think they could use to find out if something is true or not?

2. One of the journalists, Anthony, says, “you’ve got to have something interesting, something that will

catch your eye. But you don’t want to make it false, you don’t want to give a false image of something”.

Do you think newscasters or journalists are ever tempted to say something false or misleading? Why

or why not? What are some strategies for being able to tell if a news story is potentially false?

3. The school principal, Dr. McCallie, says about one of the students, “Some kids are afraid, they’re afraid

of him”. How did the journalism students help that situation?  Should news organizations help readers

or viewers understand one another or just report strictly facts? Why or why not?

4. Do you think people can trust all news outlets? Why or why not? What are some ways to tell the

difference between trustworthy news outlets and untrustworthy news outlets?

Students will consider why being honest matters. 

Why is honest important both in news reporting and in 

relationships with others? 
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Materials 

• Paper and writing utensils or devices with note taking software

• Prepare honesty scenarios for student groups to discuss (below)

• In a remote environment, meeting software will need to have “breakout room” and “raise hand” or

similar functions enabled allowing for small group discussions and honesty scenarios (below) must be

prepared to distribute to students and shared by email or chat function

Procedure 

1. Ask students several reflection questions such as:

What are some important stories at our school that could be reported on if we had a school newscast?

Why?

Why is trust important in relationships (not just for news media)? 

2. Using your knowledge of students split students into groups of 2, 3, or 4. Students will consider some

situations where it is important to be honest.

3. Assign each group an honesty scenario (below). Scenarios are not strictly focused on honest in news

reporting. Groups will discuss and react to the scenario and consider the following two questions

[facilitator may wish create additional scenarios to use].

What is the best choice for the person in the scenario to do (or not do)? 

What are the obstacles the person faces in making the most honest choice? 

4. Once groups have discussed their scenario have each group present to the larger group. Ask probing

questions to encourage discussion. Have students discuss how to support a friend who might be

having a difficult decision to make about being honest.
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Conclusion 

Debriefing Questions 

• Even if being dishonest helps someone out, what are the consequences of being dishonest?

• Are there ever any situations where it could be okay to be dishonest? Explain.

• Describe why honesty is so valued in relationships.

Notes 
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Honesty Scenarios 

Bandile is an editor for his school’s online weekly newspaper. Several of his friends have said that they rarely 

read the paper because it is boring, so he wants to find some ways to encourage students to read the paper. 

The newspaper staff knows what is popular because they can review the website analytics and find out what 

students are reading. An advice column that was written by a student who graduated last year was popular, 

but Bandile needs to find a new writer. One of his friends, Firdos, volunteers and the advice column becomes 

an immediate success. During a discussion about editing the column a couple of months later, Firdos tells 

Bandile that several times people have written to ask advice about things that Firdos found to be 

uninteresting, so Firdos made up fake advice letters to answer. When Bandile says that he thinks this is 

dishonest, Firdos says, “no it isn’t, this is an advice column not real news.” What is the dilemma that Bandile is 

facing? What advice would you offer Bandile? 

Reine is a student who is popular in her school. She has many friends and she also is respected by her 

teachers because she works very hard to earn good grades in her classes. Her English and history teachers 

often teach units together with the same topics allowing collaboration amongst the students. One project she 

is working on involves writing an essay that both teachers will use as a grade in each class. Part of the writing 

project includes having students provide feedback for each other as they write and revise their essays. After 

reading Brigid’s essay she notices that parts of it seem familiar, then she realizes that she read parts of the 

same essay last week when she was reading Winona’s essay. What should Reine do? What advice would offer 

her? 

There is an art contest in Sima’s school helping a local charity. Students have donated art pieces to the charity 

to sell. Since the charity is selling the art for more money than students could afford, the charity is allowing 

students to vote and choose the top three art pieces with student artists receiving trophies (but no monetary 

award). The voting takes place on a web-page set up by her school and Sima voted for a friend’s art. Sima saw 

her friend was close to being in the top three but was a few votes short, so she tried to vote again using her 

father’s email address and that vote was counted as well. When Sima realized she could vote over and over 

again using different email addresses she voted using each one of her family member’s email addresses and 

then she created ten new email addresses and voted with each of them. She was happy she made the 

difference for her friend because Sima’s fifteen votes moved her friend from fourth to second place. Did Sima 

do something dishonest? What advice would you offer her? 




